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ABSTRACT 

The effects of high field stress on interface trap densities (Du) in MOS transistors 

are compared using three methods: charge-pumping, subthreshold swing and 1// noise. 

The experimental MOS devices subjected to high field stress originated from two wafer 

lots processed with different concentrations of copper in the buffered oxide etchant. For 

the charge-pumping and subthreshold methods, no dependency is found on stress current 

polarity, wafer lot or transistor type (n- or p-channel). These two methods yield similar Du 

values. For the 1// noise method, no dependency is found on current polarity or wafer lot. 

However, the noise in the n-channel devices increases by several orders of magnitude as 

compared to the p-channel devices. A large discrepancy is found between Du calculated 

from 1// noise when compared to charge-pumping/subthreshold swing results for n-

channel transistors For p-channel transistors, the 1// Du results are in much better 

agreement with the results of the other two methods. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The Si-Si02 interface in a MOS device interrupts the periodic nature of the silicon 

lattice. As a result of this interface, broken or "dangling" bonds form. Figure 1.1 shows 

a simplistic representation of the interface bonding structure. These "dangling" bonds are 

believed to create the electronic traps known to exist at the interface. These traps, often 

referred to as interface traps, interface states or surface states, introduce energy levels 

within the silicon bandgap. Carriers in the semiconductor are then free to interact with 

these levels. 

SiO„ 

Si 

"dangling bond" 

Figure 1.1 Simplified view of interface traps as "dangling bonds" due to mismatch 
between Si and Si02 lattices (after Deal [1]). 
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The control of the interface trap density Du was a very significant problem during 

the development of the MOS transistor. High levels of interface states present in the first 

experimental devices drastically affected their performance [2], As research continued, 

improvements in processing allowed a Si02 layer to be grown on the silicon substrate 

with few traps at the interface. This ability to control Du in the Si-Si02 interface was in 

fact one of the key factors in helping this particular technology to become so dominant 

[3]. 

Today, the annealing process steps incorporated in the fabrication flow of MOS 

devices greatly reduce Du. However, under certain conditions such as high field stress, 

hot carrier injection and exposure to ionizing radiation, the level of interface traps 

significantly increases. Device degradation resulting in lower transconductances and 

mobilities, threshold voltage shifts and increased device capacitance also occurs under the 

t previously mentioned conditions. Correlating the observed degradation to Du under these 

conditions requires an accurate means of measuring the interface trap density. 

A variety of methods have been presented in the literature to measure Du. Most 

of these methods directly measure device capacitance and are principally used with MOS 

capacitors. The capacitance, which is proportional to area, of MOS transistors is usually 

too small to be accurately measured. Methods more suitable for use with the smaller 

transistor structures have been developed using different techniques. The purpose of this 

thesis is to examine interface trap creation due to hiph field stress using three of these 

methods: 

Charge-Pumping 

Subthreshold-Swing 

1// Noise. 
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The three methods compared in this thesis use different characteristics of the 

interface traps in determining The charge-pumping method forces carriers into and 

out of the channel under the presence of an oscillating gate voltage. Carriers are trapped 

in the interface states during the first phase of the gate oscillation, then recombine in the 

second phase, generating a net substrate current which is proportional to Dit. The 

subthreshold swing method measures the additional capacitance in the subthreshold 

regime added by the interface traps. The additional capacitance is detected via changes in 

the gate-voltage swing. The third method, 1// noise, is somewhat controversial due to 

disagreements over the origin of the noise. This thesis assumes the noise is due to 

fluctuations in the number of carriers in the channel resulting from the carriers quantum 

mechanical tunneling to traps at or near the interface. 

In order to evaluate the three methods for measuring D,-r listed above, n- and 

p-channel MOS transistors were subjected to high field stress by forcing a constant 

current into the transistor's gate. During the experiments, the stressing was periodically 

interrupted and all three measurements performed. Currents of both positive and negative 

polarities were used on devices from two different wafer lots. The wafer lots were 

processed in conjunction with the University of Arizona SEMATECH Center of 

Excellence for Contamination/Defect Assessment and Control. 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the theory behind the three methods for 

measuring D,r as well as a brief discussion of high field stressing. The experimental 

details are given in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the experimental results with 

discussion. Finally, in Chapter S, the thesis is summarized and concluding remarks are 

given. Appendices A and B provide a detailed description of the test setups used in this 

thesis for the 1// noise and charge-pumping measurements. 
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CHAPTER2 

THEORETICAL OVERVIEW 

This chapter presents a brief overview of the three methods used in this thesis for 

measuring Dlt and a short discussion on high field stress. Only the key equations are 

given in describing the three methods since the complete explanations are quite lengthy. 

The reader is referred to the references given in each subsection for more detailed 

analyses. 

2.1 Charge-Pumping 

Charge-pumping was first introduced by Brugler and Jespers [4]. The basic setup 

for making the measurements appears in Figure 2.1. With the source and drain reverse 

biased with respect to the substrate, the gate of the transistor is swept between inversion 

and accumulation. During inversion, minority carriers supplied by the source and drain 

fill the channel of the transistor. Interface states trap some of these carriers. Driving the 

gate into accumulation forces the minority carriers to be swept out of the channel and into 

the reverse biased source and drain. Those carriers trapped in the interface states that are 

not swept out recombine during accumulation with the substrate's majority carriers, 

generating a net flow of charge into the substrate. This charge is commonly designated as 

the charge-pumping charge Qcp. Repetitively sweeping the gate between inversion and 
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Function Generator 

Ammeter 

Figure 2.1 Simplified block diagram of charge-pumping setup. See Appendix B for a 
more complete description of the setup used in this thesis. 

accumulation at a frequency / produces a charge-pumping current equal to 

ICP =  fQcp- (2.1) 

Groeseneken et al. have carefully analyzed the nature of the currents flowing 

during a charge-pumping cycle and have derived an equation relating Du to Icp [5]. This 

equation provides the basis for a straightforward method of measuring Du which has 

found wide-spread acceptance. Their approach is followed in this thesis and the principal 

equations are given below. 

Four currents flow into and out of the interface traps during a charge-pumping 

cycle. Two of these currents result from minority carriers (/i and h in Figure 2.2) while 

the other two are due to majority carriers {h and I4 in Figure 2.2). As the transistor enters 
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G 

S — — D 

h 

SUB *4 J ^3 

Figure 2.2 Diagram of the four currents flowing during one cycle of the gate triangle 
wave (after Groeseneken et al. [5]). 

the inversion regime, minority carriers flow from the source and drain and fill the 

unoccupied traps: I\. When the surface potential moves towards accumulation some of 

the trapped minority carriers are emitted back to the source and drain: h- The same type 

of process occurs for majority carriers during the accumulation period. The net flow of 

the majority carriers, h + (°r minority carriers Ii+h) produces the charge-pumping 

current measured in the setup shown in Figure 2.1. 

The above description of current flow during a charge-pumping cycle assumes 

that the free carriers in the channel have sufficient time to be removed during the 

transitions between inversion and accumulation. For very high gate signal frequencies or 

very low W/L (width/length) ratios, this assumption is not valid. An additional current, 

the so-called "geometric" component [5], flows due to the recombination of free carriers 

that do not have time to be swept from the channel. The current measured by the 

ammeter in Figure 2.1 is a summation of the ideal charge-pumping current and the 

geometric component. Therefore, in order to obtain accurate results from the charge-

pumping method, there should be no geometric component present, or else it must be 

accounted for in the analysis. 
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By expanding the expression I3 +14 with the appropriate terms, one can show that 

the charge-pumping current for a triangular gate wave with a 50% duty cycle and 

sufficient amplitude to drive the channel from accumulation to inversion is [5] 

ICP = f2qAaDitkT 

where 

In 'w ,  r-^K-V1'1 

TS/wtHT -Wl 
L \ 1 gp-P\ 

{2.2) 

q is the electron charge (C) 

Ac is the effective area of the channel under the gate (cm2) 

Du is the average interface trap density in the bandgap (cm"2 eV_1) 

k is Boltzmann's constant (eV/K) 

T is the absolute temperature (K) 

/ is the frequency (Hz) 

vth is the thermal velocity (cm/s) 

rii is the intrinsic carrier concentration (cm-3) 

cp,an are the hole and electron capture cross-sections (cm2) 

Vps is the flatband voltage (V) 

Vr is the threshold voltage (V) 

Vcp-p is the peak-to-peak gate voltage (V). 

Equation (2.2) assumes the transistor is n-channel. The charge-pumping charge can be 

obtained from Icp using (2.1). Combining (2.1) and (2.2) we see that 

QCP = 2qAGkTDu[HC) ~ ln(/)] (2.3) 

with C replacing the appropriate variables in (2.2). 
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The final step in the charge-pumping derivation is to take the derivative of Qcp in 

set to ln(f). Doing so yields 

= -2qkTAGDu. (2.4) 

(2.3) with respect to ln(f). Doing so yields 
dQcp 

B H f )  

Taking the absolute value of (2.4) removes the negative sign from the right hand side of 

that equation so that 

dQcp 
<?ln (/) 

= 2qkTAaDir (2.5) 

This last equation, (2.5), is easily rearranged so as to determine Du from the slope 

of QCP versus ln(/). Note, the only device parameter needed to measure Du with the 

charge-pumping method is the device area AQ. The interface trap density calculated 

using (2.5) is the average value of Dtt over the bandgap. Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show typical 

n-channel device results for II&A versus / and IQcpl versus ln(/), respectively. 

N-channel 
10-

8 -

< e 
6 -eu 

4-

2 -

0 40 80 120 160 200 

Frequency (kHz) 

Figure 2.3 Frequency dependence of Icp. The absolute value of lep is plotted since 
the measured values for a n-channel device are negative. 
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N-channel 

58-

SIope= Ay/Ax 

Ax 
56-

eu u 
a 54- Best Fit 

Line 
52-

10 100 1000 1 

Frequency (kHz) 

Figure 2.4 Log frequency dependence of Qcp. The slope is used in (2.5) to 
determine Du. 

2.2 Subthreshold Swing 

The subthreshold swing method, also known as the subthreshold slope method, 

extracts the interface trap density from the slope of the subthreshold log(/o) versus VGS 

characteristics. Interface traps create an additional capacitance Cu which distorts or 

"stretches" the subthreshold characteristics. Figure 2.5 illustrates the change in 

subthreshold characteristics due to additional interface traps. Knowing the depletion 

layer capacitance and the oxide capacitance allows Cu to be determined. This value is 

then used to calculate the interface trap density located in energy about the center of the 

subthreshold regime. 
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After stress 

i-10-

Before stress 
>•11-

.-12-

,14 

0 1.5 0.5 1 2 

VGS^> 

Figure 2.5 Subthreshold plots before and after constant current stressing. The 
increase in subthreshold swing, as defined by (2.8), after the stressing is 
due to the presence of additional interface states. 

While in the subthreshold regime, a MOS transistor's drain current as a function 

of surface potential ys (for a n-channel transistor) is given by [6] 

Id (l-^DKr,(/¥s)~1/2 (2.6) 

where 

fin is the effective mobility of electrons in the channel (cm2/Vs) 

W/L is the ratio of device width to length 

a is a factor equal to V2(eSi / LD)/ Cox 

esi is the permittivity of silicon (F/cm) 

Lp is the Debye length (cm) 

C0x is the oxide capacitance (F/cm2) 

«,• is the intrinsic carrier concentration (cm*3) 
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NA is the acceptor doping concentration (cm*3) 

f} is the inverse of the thermal voltage:^ (V"1) 

VD is the drain voltage (V). 

The surface potential expressed as a function of gate voltage is 

Vs=(VGs-VFB)~^ l + jr{PVcs-PVFB-l)J2-1^ (2.7) 

where VFB is the flatband voltage. 

The subthreshold swing by definition is 

(2.8) 
d\ogID 

By combining (2.6) and (2.7) with (2.8), we can express the subthreshold swing as 

S = (*77 q)[ 1 + CD / Cjjl - (Jfj[CD / Cj2} (2.9) 

where Q> is the depletion layer capacitance (without interface traps) given by 

c tek. (210) 

V 2¥s 

The capacitance associated with the interface traps Cu acts in parallel with the 

depletion layer capacitance. Assuming a » (Co / Cox) and substituting (CU + CD) for 

Cp, (2.9) reduces to 

S  =  (kT /q ) [ l  +  {C D +C u ) /C 0 X ] .  (2.11) 

This equation is easily solved for Cu. Dividing by q yields the following expression for 

Dit located in energy about the center of the subthreshold regime [7] 

<2-i2) 
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Measuring the subthreshold swing is easy and takes little time. These desirable 

features are somewhat offset, however, by two limitations. First, in order to use (2.12), 

one must know the depletion and oxide capacitances. This in turn implies that the 

substrate doping level and the oxide thickness must be known. Unfortunately, (2.12) is 

sensitive to both of these parameters. Note, if all that is required is information on 

relative changes in Du, then the subthreshold swing method can be used without knowing 

the substrate doping level as the depletion capacitance drops out of (2.12) when relative 

measurements are made. The second limitation arises from the assumptions used to 

derive the subthreshold swing equations. Long channel MOS transistor approximations 

were invoked. These equations are only accurate for long channel lengths C> 20 |i.m [7]), 

therefore restricting this method to use on long channel devices. 

2.3 1//Noise 

Since its discovery by Johnson in 1925 [8], 1// noise has been intensely studied. 

The observance of 1// type spectra in a large variety of systems, for example the period 

of the human heartbeat [9] and the height of the Nile River [10], has fueled considerable 

debate on the origins of the noise. For MOS devices, the presence of 1// noise in MOS 

transistors, yet not in JFETs, strongly suggests that the noise is a surface effect. Of the 

many models presented to explain 1// noise in MOS transistors, most fall into one of 

three categories: 

Number Fluctuation models 

Mobility Fluctuation models 

Combinations of the first two models. 
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The number fluctuation model was originally proposed by McWhorter [11] and 

has since been refined [12], The basic assumption of this model is that the carrier density 

in the channel fluctuates as the carriers tunnel into and out of traps at or near the Si-Si02 

interface. Strong experimental support for this model has been presented [13-15]. The 

mobility fluctuation model based on Hooge's Law [16] attributes 1// noise to fluctuations 

in mobility due to lattice and impurity scattering. This model does not consistently 

explain the results seen in MOS transistors and seems more applicable to homogeneous 

materials [17]. The intuitively appealing idea of combining the previous two theories has 

been presented by several authors. Some assume the number and mobility fluctuations 

are independent [18], while others have more recently considered a correlated model [19]. 

The disadvantage of this approach is that a closed-form solution is not available. For this 

thesis, the number fluctuation model was chosen based on its wide acceptance and its 

tractability. 

As previously mentioned, the basic assumption of the number fluctuation model is 

that the carriers tunnel into and out of traps at or near the interface, resulting in a 

fluctuation in the number of carriers in the channel. The time constants for these traps 

obey an exponential dependence on distance into the oxide. A summation of all these 

traps, over volume and energy, leads to a 1// spectrum. The derivation below for a n-

channel transistor summarizes the work of Christensson et al. [12]. 

The power spectral density of the fluctuations in the number of trapped carriers in 

a volume/energy element AVAE is given by 

SNT&v&E=T^^N,(x,E)fT(\-fT)AVAE (2.13) 
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where 

Tr is the trap time constant (s) 

NT is the trap density (cm*3 eV"1) 

(0 is the angular frequency (rad/s) 

fr is the Fermi function 

(2.14) 
1 + e kT 

EJ is the energy level of the traps 

EPN is the electron quasi-Fermi energy level. 

Figure 2.6 contains a definition of the coordinate system. 

The time constant of a trap is determined by its distance from the interface. 

Assuming the oxide tunnel barrier seen by an inversion layer carrier is a rectangular 

barrier of height fa, the difference in conduction band heights between the oxide and the 

silicon, the time constants obey the exponential relationship 

In (2.16), h is Planck's constant and m* is the effective mass of an electron in the oxide. 

Assuming an electron barrier height of 3.2 eV and a hole barrier height of 4.7 eV, the 

values of a are 1.8 x 108 cm*1 for n-channel devices and 2.2 x 108 cm*1 for p-channel 

devices. Typically, it is assumed that to = 1 x 10-10 s [19]. 

.ax (2.15) 

where XQ is the trap time constant for* = 0 and 

(2.16) 
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SUB 

(a) 

AVAE 

X 

(b) 

Figure 2.6 Definition of coordinate systems used in 1 If noise derivations in real (a) 
and energy (b) space. AV = AxAyAz is a physical volume element and 
AE is an energy element. At the Si-Si02 interface x = 0 and at the 
source-channel interface y = 0. E = 0 at the bottom of the conduction 
band edge and increases with energy above Ec as measured under 
flatband conditions (after Jayarman and Sodini [19]). 
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Under the conditions of strong inversion, with tax » dt (dt is the maximum 

tunneling distance into the oxide by the carriers in the channel), the power spectral 

density of the fluctuations in channel carriers is approximately equal to that of the carriers 

trapped so that 

SQn&vae = Q ^Nt&VAE • (2.17) 

From basic MOS transistor theory, the drain current in the linear region (for a n-

channel) device is 

'z> ~ DS (2.18) 

with 

QN =  C<>X{VGS ~^ r ) •  ( 2 . 1 9 )  

The drain current fluctuation due to fluctuating channel carriers is then given by 

<2-20> 
5Q 

The factor —in (2.20) is the weighted value of the channel carrier fluctuations in 
WL 

an element AyAz. 

The power spectral density of fluctuations in drain current is easily calculated 

from (2.20). Using the relationship shown in (2.17) gives the following expression 
#i2y2 

p H-n' PS r _ H-nv PS -2 c 
/D AVAE - ^4 °(2«AVA£ ~ [f " 0NT6VAE' 

To find the drain noise spectrum, (2.21) is simply divided by the square of the 

channel conductance go so that 

_ si„AV&E q2V2os a n 

8 l  ~  ( W L f C l ( V a , - V J f ° ' 2 2 )  
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Note, (2.22) assumes that the channel resistance is much smaller than any external 

resistance connected to the drain in order to physically measure SVQ. Substituting (2.13) 

and (2.19) into (2.22) we obtain 

W - 1+%  W W A - W .  CUJ> 

All that remains is to integrate (2.23) with respect to AE and AV. The function 

Ntfr(l - /r) is strongly peaked about Epn, the quasi-Fermi level. The integral of this 

equation over the bandgap energy can be approximated by 4kTN^Epn) where N^Eprd 

represents the trap density (cm-3 eV"1) located in energy around the quasi-Fermi level 

[12]. Integration overy and z merely cancels a factor of WL in the denominator of (2.23). 

Performing these integrations on (2.23) we are left with 

S v = - \6kTqV 2t/2 <<. 

{WL)C2
0X{VCS - i+(o24 dx' (2,24) 

The variables x and TT are related as shown in (2.15). Changing the variable of 

integration in (2.24) from x to T we see that 

I1 * A X )  J T(f ^ r 

2-2/ sdx= I 1 O"—• (2-25) {\ + ari%{x) ; 1+fflVar 

The integral on the right hand side of (2.25) is equal to 

—(tan-1 an{d,)~ tan-1 cor0). (2.26) 
act) 

Assuming ©To « 1 « a>z{dt) - which is true for the frequency range used in this thesis, 
Jt 1 

(2.26) reduces to = Substituting this value for the integral over x in (2.24) 
2 aa) 4af 

leads to the final expression for SvD 

VMV;, N,(E„) 

aiwDcl^-v,)1 f • ( ' 
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Due to the influence of the peaked function fr (1 - fr), only traps close (±2kT) to 

the quasi-Fermi level contribute to the 1 // noise. Figure 2.7 shows this region or 

"window" in the oxide. By multiplying N^EFJ by the maximum tunneling distance dt, 

the trap density in units of cm ^eV"1 about the quasi-Fermi level averaged over the 

tunneling distance into the oxide can be found. The maximum tunneling distance used to 

generate the data in Chapter 4 was assumed to be 10 A which from (2.15) is seen to 

produce the needed time constant spread of the measured noise. Chapter 3 describes the 

noise measurement system. 

Recasting (2.27) as 

•  Vos . ,*>//  

'V o  (•Vos-Vrf f  
(2.28) 

with 
4 q2kTN,{EFH) 

llf a{WL)C2„ 
(2.29) 

Fn •  • • •  

• • 

X 

Figure 2.7 Diagram of "window" into oxide accessed in (x,E) space by 1// noise 
measurements performed in the strong linear region. 
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provides an easy means of verifying the number fluctuation model. From (2.28) we see 

that the noise spectral density at a given frequency should be proportional to (VGS - VT)'2 

and to (VDS)2- Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show SvD at / = 1 Hz versus (Vcs- VT) and VDS- The 

measurements were made on a n-channel device with a f—] ratio of ^ ] using the 
\ L )  ^20|i.mJ 

setup described in Appendix A. The slopes of the curve fittings are shown in both 

figures. For Figure 2.8, theory predicts a slope of -2 and for Figure 2.9 theory predicts a 

slope of +2. As can be seen, reasonable agreement between the number fluctuation 

model predictions and experimental results is found. 
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Figure 2.8 SvD at / = 1 Hz versus (VGS - VT). Theoiy predicts a slope of -2. 
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Figure 2.9 S y D  at / = 1 Hz versus V DS Theory predicts a slope of +2. 

2.4 High Field Stressing 

High electric fields (E > 5 MV/cm) imposed across the oxide layer sharply bend 

the energy bands. This condition, commonly referred to as high field stressing, allows 

electrons to pass through the oxide via Fowler-Norheim (FN) tunneling [20]. Figure 2.10 

shows the energy band diagram of a PMOS capacitor experiencing FN tunneling. It is 

assumed that holes do not participate in the tunneling process due to the larger barrier 

height they see. 
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Electron Emission 
_-E, 

Gate Si 

Figure 2.10 Energy band diagram of MOS capacitor during Fowler-Nordheim 
tunneling (after Lenzlinger and Snow [20]). 

Electrically erasable programmable read-only memories (EEPROMs) use FN 

tunneling as a means of programming and erasing memory cells. In studying these 

devices, it has been observed that the FN tunneling in MOS devices creates additional 

interface traps as well as inducing trapped oxide charge [21]. For memory cells these 

phenomena are undesirable, however FN tunneling does provide an efficient means of 

increasing Dlt in experimental samples. 

The basic equation for FN tunneling relates the tunneling current density to the 

applied electric field and is given below [22] 

• / 1 J = — = ——E2 exp 
A 8 nhm0X$B 

(2.30) 

From (2.30) it can be seen that the electric field E across the oxide can be controlled by 

the tunneling current density J through the oxide. This is the principle behind constant 

current stressing, the technique used to high field stress devices in this thesis. Switching 

the polarity of the stressing current allows electrons to tunnel to or from the gate 

electrode. 
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If the stressing is allowed to continue for a long enough period of time, continued 

charge trapping in the oxide will raise the electric fields in the oxide to levels sufficient 

for dielectric breakdown. The amount of charge needed to tunnel through the oxide for 

this to occur is referred to as the charge-to-breakdown QBD- This parameter is often used 

in evaluating the reliability of an oxide [23]. Current levels during QBD testing are 

usually much higher than those used to generate interface traps so as to reduce the 

required stress time interval. 
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CHAPTER3 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAIL 

N- and p-channel MOS transistors were subjected to high field stressing by means 

of a constant gate current. Periodically, the stressing was interrupted allowing the 

charge-pumping, subthreshold swing and 1// noise methods for measuring Da to be 

performed. 

3.1- Experimental Devices 

The transistors used in this thesis were fabricated by Sandia National Laboratories 

for the University of Arizona SEMATECH Center of Excellence for 

Contamination/Defect Assessment and Control. Six inch diameter wafers were processed 

in an abbreviated (no second metal or passivation) standard 1.25 |im twin-well CMOS 

process. Controlled levels of copper contamination were introduced to the buffered oxide 

etchant (BOE) used for the pre-gate oxidation clean. The gate oxide was then grown to a 

thickness of 180 A. The surface doping levels are 1 x 1017 cm-3 for the n-channel 

transistors and 3 x 1016 cm-3 for the p-channel transistors. The n-channel devices have a 

lighdy-doped drain structure while the p-channel devices do not. 

The channel dimensions for the n- and p-channel transistors used in this thesis are 

the same; the width is 5 |i.m and the length is 20 |im. These particular dimensions provide 
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the best compromise between the requirements of the three methods. To avoid the 

geometric component in charge-pumping measurements, (W/L) should be as large as 

possible. For the equations used in the subthreshold swing method to be valid, L must be 

greater than or equal to 20 nm. And for the 1// noise levels to be much higher than the 

background noise, the area (W*L) should be as small as possible. The transistors are 

from two lots processed with different amounts of copper contamination. Lot "L" had a 

copper concentration of 1 ppb while lot "H" had a concentration of 100 ppb. A detailed 

description of the process and devices is given in [24], All the transistors tested were 

packaged in 40 pin ceramic dual-inline-packages (DIPs). 

3.2 Experimental Technique 

A HP4145B Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer was used to constant current 

stress the transistors. With the source, drain and substrate grounded, a current of either 

plus or minus 1 nA was forced into the gate. This translates to a current density of 

±1 mA/cm2. The measured electric field across the oxide during stressing was 

approximately 10 MV/cm. The devices were stressed for a total of 5000 s which 

corresponds to a fluence of 5 C/cm2. This value is well below the charge-to-breakdown. 

With a current density of+10 mA/cm2, QBD was found to be approximately 60 C/cm2. 

The stressing was interrupted periodically so that the Du measurements could be 

performed. First, the subthreshold characteristics were determined with the HP4145B. 

Next the threshold voltage Vj was measured, again with the HP4145B, for use in the 1// 

noise measurement. It was found that the linear method for measuring Vj provided the 
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best experimental fit to the number fluctuation model in (2.28). In this method, ID is 

measured as a function of Vcs under a small fixed drain voltage bias. The drain current 

in this region is approximated by 

h =^C„(|:|(Vcs-Vr)V0S-^j. (3.1) 

By extrapolating the linear portion of the ID curve to ID = 0 as illustrated in Figure 3.1, it 

is possible to estimate VQSO and use this value to determine VJ using the following 

equation 

VT=Vaso-^f. (3-2) 

The VY measurements in this thesis were performed with VDS equal to 100 mV. 

After VT was calculated, the 1// noise was measured. The biasing conditions were 

the same for all measurements; the D.C. drain voltage VDS was set equal to 200 mV and 

(VGS -VT) was set to 1 V. A frequency range of 2 - 250 Hz was used to calculate the 1// 
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Figure 3.1 Plot of ID versus Vcs• Vcso is the extrapolated value of VGS for ID = OA. 
This value is used to determine Vj. 
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noise parameters in (2.28). Under these conditions, the 1// noise of the transistors was 

significantly larger than the background noise as shown in Figure 3.2. Appendix A 

provides a detailed description of the actual system used to measure the 1// noise. 

Charge-pumping measurements were performed with an 8 Vp.p triangle wave 

applied to the gate. The slope of the Qcp versus ln(f) was found from a least squares fit 

to 10 data points. To verify that the charge-pumping was proceeding as predicted by 

(2.5), the correlation coefficient of the best fit line was calculated after each 

measurement. The coefficient was always greater than 0.97, indicating that there was no 

appreciable geometric component in the measured substrate current. Appendix B 

provides a more complete explanation of the charge-pumping measurement system. 

,-13. 

>16 
1 10 100 1000 

Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 3.2 Svp versus / for Vps = 200 mV and Vps = 0 V with (Vcs - Vr) = 1 V. As 

can be seen, the noise level for VQS = 200 mV is much greater than the 
background noise (VDS = 0 V). The spikes in the plots are due to 60 Hz 
harmonic pickup. They are not included in the 1// noise calculations. See 
Appendix A for a more detailed description of the 1 If noise measurement 
system. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this chapter, the experimental results of the three methods are presented. To 

provide a basis for comparison, three different groupings of transistors were tested under 

each method. These groupings were 

Constant current stressing polarity (positive or negative) 

Transistor wafer lot (L or H). 

Transistor type (n- or p-channel). 

For the charge-pumping and subthreshold swing methods, Du is found to increase 

with stress time, independent of stressing polarity, wafer lot or transistor type. The results 

of the two methods yield reasonably close values of interface trap densities. The 1// noise 

constant Kyf increases with stress time, independent of stressing polarity and wafer lot. 

However, by the end of the stressing, the noise constant in n-channel devices has increased 

several orders of magnitude more than the p-channel noise constant. A large discrepancy 

is then found between Du in n-channel transistors calculated from the 1// noise constant 

and charge-pumping/subthreshold measurements. The 1// Du results for p-channel 

transistors are in close agreement with the results of the other two methods. 

Four transistors from each of the groupings listed above were measured during the 

experiment. Figure 4.1a shows a plot of the charge-pumping Du results for a set of n-

channel transistors stressed with a positive constant current. All four transistors exhibit 
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similar increases in the level of interface traps as a function of stress time. In Figure 4.1b, 

the devices from Figure 4.1a are normalized by the initial Du values. Transistor #4 shows 

the largest normalized increase which may be a result of its initial Dlt value being the 

lowest. In the following sections, the average value of the measurements performed on the 

transistors from each grouping is plotted. Error bars indicate the range of the 

measurements. For some plots, the range is so small that the error bars are difficult to see. 
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Figure 4.1 Du as measured by the charge-pumping method for n-channel transistors. 
Measured values are shown in (a) and normalized by the initial value in (b). 
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4.1 Charge-Pumping 

Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 show the results for the charge-pumping method. In 

Figure 4.2, the value of Dlt as a function of stress time is compared for positive and 

negative stress currents. Figure 4.3 shows a comparison of Dlt generation for the two 

different wafer lots. The results for n- and p-channel devices as measured by the charge-

pumping method are given in Figure 4.4. The relatively large error bars in Figure 4.4 are 

due to a larger spread in initial Dlt values. As can be observed in Figures 4.2 to 4.4, no 

dependency of interface trap density on current polarity, wafer lot or transistor type is 

observed 
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Figure 4.2 Charge-pumping Du for positive and negative constant current stressing. 
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Charge-pumping Da for devices from wafer lots L and H. 
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Figure 4.4 Charge-pumping D„ for n- and p-channel devices. 
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As described in Chapter 3, the transistors used in thesis originated from two lots 

processed with different buffered oxide etchants. These two lots were part of a 9 wafer set. 

A study of Dit values versus contamination level was performed using all 9 wafers [25]. 

The mean value of n-channel interface trap density (measured using the charge-pumping 

method) for each wafer is shown in Figure 4.5. The measurements were performed with 

an automated tester on 49 transistors per wafer. In the figure, the wafers are grouped by 

contamination levels: 0,10 and 100 ppb. The devices used in this thesis were from wafers 

12 and 15 as indicated. No obvious dependency of Du on contamination level is seen in 

Figure 4.5. This agrees with the results shown in Figure 4.3 for high field stressed 

devices. 

0 ppb 10 ppb 100 ppb 

Copper Concentration (ppb) 

Figure 4.5 Mean charge-pumping Dlt for wafers with different levels of copper 
contamination. The set of numbers closest to the x axis indicates the 
individual wafer numbers. The second set of numbers indicates the 
copper concentration in ppb. 
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4.2 Subthreshold Swing 

The results of the subthreshold slope method appear in Figures 4.6 through 4.8. 

The actual subthreshold swing is plotted in these figures. In section 4.5 the value of Du 

obtained by the subthreshold swing method is presented. Figure 4.6 illustrates the change 

in swing through constant current stressing for positive and negative currents. Devices 

from the two wafer lots are compared in Figure 4.7. In Figure 4.8, the results for n- and p-

channel devices are given. Notice in Figure 4.8 that the swing for n-channel devices 

increases more than that of p-channel devices. The n-channel devices have a higher 

substrate doping level, which from (2.11) is seen to result in a higher swing S for a given 

interface trap density. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show that the subthreshold swing is independent 

of current polarity, wafer lot and transistor type. In section 4.4.1, the difference in substrate 

doping levels between the n- and p-channel transistors is accounted for and it is shown that 

the Du values calculated from subthreshold swing are independent of transistor type. 
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Figure 4.6 Subthreshold swing for positive and negative constant current stressing. 
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Figure 4.7 Subthreshold swing for devices from wafer lots L and H. 
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Figure 4.8 Subthreshold swing for n- and p-channel devices. 
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4.3 V f  Noise 

The results of the third method, 1// noise, are shown in Figures 4.9 through 4.12. 

After the noise measurements, the data were fit by the least squares method to the equation 

V2 

where A is identical to the factor ——rrKut in (2.28). For true "1/f" noise, B should 

be unity. Figure 4.9 shows B for n- and p-channel transistors during a typical 

measurement trial. For all the trials, B was close to unity. In Figures 4.10 to 4.12, the 

noise constant Kyf is plotted. 
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Figure 4.9 Frequency exponent of measured 1 / f  noise for n- and p-channel devices. 
The straight line indicates the frequency exponent of true "l/f noise. 
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Figure 4.10 illustrates the noise development for positive and negative stress 

currents. There are no error bars on the negative stress data points (circles) as only one 

device was tested. Devices from wafer lots L and H are compared in Figure 4.11. And 

finally, the results for n- and p-channel transistors are displayed in Figure 4.12. At the 

higher stress levels, the noise in n-channel devices becomes very large. Some fluctuation 

is seen here and the noise constant Kyj occasionally decreases with further stressing. To 

highlight the general noise response as a function of stress time, a trend line is included in 

Figures 4.10 and 4.12. 

From Figures 4.10 and 4.11, one sees that there appears to be no dependency on 

current polarity or wafer lot in the noise constant measurements. However, note the 

dramatic difference as shown in Figure 4.12 for the noise constant in n- and p-channel 

devices. Unlike in the subthreshold swing case, this difference can not be explained by the 

difference in substrate doping levels as 1// noise in not dependent on that parameter. 
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Figure 4.10 1// noise constant for positive and negative constant current stressing. 
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4.4 Comparison Between Methods 

4.4.1 Subthreshold Swing versus Charge-Pumping 

The subthreshold swing values are used in (2.12) to calculate Du, which is then 

plotted versus the results of the charge-pumping measurements for a n-channel device in 

Figure 4.13. As seen from (2.5) and (2.12), there are no "free" parameters in the 

equations used to calculate Du from the experimental results. A one-to-one correlation line 

is included on the plot. To compare the methods on p-channel devices, the more 

complicated equation (2.9) had to be used because the approximation a » (Cp /Cox) used in 

deriving (2.12) was no longer true. Using (2.9), the interface trap density from the 

subthreshold swing method is determined and plotted versus charge-pumping values in 

Figure 4.14. The two methods yield reasonably close values of Du through the stressing 

for both n- and p-channel transistors. 
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Figure 4.13 Comparison of Du values from subthreshold swing and charge-pumping 
methods for a n-channel device. 
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Figure 4.14 Comparison of Du values from subthreshold swing and charge-pumping 
methods for a p-channel device. 

4.4.2 1// Noise versus Charge-Pumping/Subthreshold Swing 

Using (2.29), Dlt calculated from the 1// noise measurements is plotted versus the 

values calculated with the charge-pumping method in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16. The 

only value somewhat "free" in determining Du from the noise constant Kyf is the 

maximum tunneling distance dt. As described in section 2.3, a value of 10 A was used. 

Since the subthreshold swing values are in close agreement with the charge-pumping 

values as discussed in section 4.4.1, they are not directly compared with 1// noise results. 

As seen in Figure 4.15, there is obviously not a one-to-one correlation between the 

methods for n-channel devices. The n-channel Du calculated from 1// noise measurements 

increases by 5 orders of magnitude, while charge-pumping values of interface trap density 

increases by less than 1 order of magnitude. The results for p-channel devices are in better 

agreement. As seen in Figure 4.16, the two methods yield reasonably close values. 
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Figure 4.15 Comparison of D u  values from l / f  noise and charge-pumping methods for 
a n-channel device. 
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Figure 4.16 Comparison of Du values from l / f  noise and charge-pumping methods for 
a p-channel device. 
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CHAPTERS 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter summarizes the comparison of the three methods of measuring 

interface traps. The values for Du obtained from charge-pumping and subthreshold swing 

methods are in close agreement. However, there is a very large difference in values 

produced by the 1// noise method and the charge-pumping/subthreshold swing methods 

for n-channel transistors. The 1// noise Du results for p-channel transistors do agree quite 

well with the results of the other two methods. 

5.1 Summary 

The effects of high field stressing on the interface trap density in MOS transistors 

are compared using three measurement methods. These three methods, charge-pumping, 

subthreshold swing and 1// noise, use different aspects of the interface traps in 

determining the trap density. As a result, each method measures interface trap density in 

different energy ranges within the bandgap. The n- and p-channel transistors were 

subjected to high field stress via constant current stressing to the gate. The stressing was 

periodically interrupted and all three measurements performed. The transistors originated 

from two wafer lots processed with different amounts of copper contamination in the 

buffered oxide etchant used for the pre-gate oxidation clean. 
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One of the motivations for this work was to investigate the effects of copper 

contamination on interface trap density. For all three methods, no dependency is found 

on contamination levels. The charge-pumping and subthreshold swing methods show no 

dependency on the polarity of the constant current applied to the gate or the transistor 

type (n- or p-channel). Dlt calculated from these two methods are in close agreement. 

As with the first two methods, no dependency is found on stress current polarity 

or wafer lot using the 1// noise method. However, the results for the n- and p-channel 

comparison are quite different After stressing to a fluence of 5 C/cm2, the noise in the n-

channel devices increased by several orders of magnitude while the noise in p-channel 

devices increased approximately one order of magnitude. The Du values for n-channel 

devices calculated using the number fluctuation model for 1// noise do not agree with the 

values derived from the charge-pumping/subthreshold swing methods. For the p-channel 

devices, a much better agreement is found between the three methods. 

5.2 Conclusions 

For transistors subjected to high field stress, the charge-pumping, subthreshold 

and l/f noise (on p-channel devices) methods indicate a steady increase in the interface 

trap density. This trend has been reported by several authors [21,26,27]. In a similar 

study, Witczak et al. [28] have compared the charge-pumping and subthreshold swing 

methods, along with three capacitor-based methods, for MOS transistors exposed to 

gamma radiation. Their findings also show a good correlation between the charge-

pumping and subthreshold swing methods. 
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As shown in Chapter 4, the results of the 1// noise measurements on n-channel 

transistors do not correlate well with the other two methods. Also, the noise in the n-

channel devices increased much more than that of the p-channel devices. Early reports 

by Klassen [29] and Broux et al. [30] describe a linear relationship between the noise and 

the interface trap density. However, their measurements were made on p-channel 

transistors biased in the saturated region; the measurements in this thesis were made in 

the linear region. Also, they referred the noise to the gate as opposed to the drain as done 

in this thesis. Some support and possible explanations for the discrepancy between noise 

response for n- and p-channel transistors and between the n-channel transistor 1// noise 

results and the results of the other two methods follow. 

Meisenheimer and Fleetwood have recently studied 1// noise in MOS transistors 

subjected to ionizing radiation [31,32]. For their experiments, they biased the transistors 

in the linear region and measured the drain noise Svp• Two of their findings are of 

particular interest. First, for n-channel transistors subjected to ionizing radiation and 

subsequent anneal, they found a correlation between 1// noise and oxide trapped charge, 

not interface traps. In their experiment, 1// noise, Du and oxide-trapped charge were 

monitored through irradiation and anneal. During irradiation all three of the previously 

mentioned values increased, but during the positive bias anneal, 1// noise and oxide-

trapped charge decreased while the interface trap density remained approximately the 

same. Second, they reported a different response in Iff noise to post-irradiation anneal 

for n- and p-channel devices. The noise in n-channel transistors appears to be 

proportional to oxide-trapped charge whereas the noise in p-channel transistors behaves 

quite differently, almost inversely proportional to oxide-trapped charge. 
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In studying 1// noise in irradiated power MOSFETs, a similar difference between 

n- and p-channel device noise response has been found [33]. P-channel power MOSFETs 

show a linear dependence on interface trap density through irradiation and anneal. N-

channel power MOSFETs, however, show a linear dependence on oxide trap charge as 

reported for IC MOS transistors [32]. 

In deriving the number fluctuation model for 1// noise in Chapter 2, the density of 

traps NT is used. This is the number of traps per unit volume per unit energy. To compute 

the interface trap density, this value is multiplied by the maximum tunneling distance dt. 

All traps located within this region are assumed to contribute to the 1// noise. In the 

other two methods, charge-pumping and subthreshold slope, only those traps very close 

to the interface are measured [34]. Therefore, traps of a somewhat different nature are 

measured by the 1// noise method as compared to those measured by the other two 

methods. 

During constant current stressing, charge becomes trapped in the oxide resulting 

in a shift in threshold voltage. If the charge buildup is not uniform, it is possible that the 

simple MOS transistor theory used in deriving the equations in Chapter 2 is not valid. 

For this to explain the difference between n- and p-channel devices, the charge buildup 

would have to affect only the n-channel devices. The n-channel devices do have a LDD 

structure which could account for a different susceptibility to the charge buildup. 
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APPENDIX A 

US NOISE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

A block diagram of the 1// noise measurement system used in this thesis is shown 

in Figure A.l. The device under test (D.U.T.) is placed inside the shielded bias circuit and 

the biasing resistor Rp is inserted into a special socket on the circuit board of the bias 

circuit. The value of RD used in this thesis was 500 KQ, much greater than the channel 

resistance 
1 

After inserting RD, VQS and Vps are set to the desired values. The output 
< 8 D )  

of the bias circuit is then A.C. coupled to a low-noise amplifier which in turn is connected 

to a spectrum analyzer. The averaged data from the spectrum analyzer are transferred to a 

computer over a GPIB (general purpose interface bus) connection. After the data transfer, 

the computer calculates the drain-source spectral density Syp and performs a linear 

regression computation to determine the best fit parameters A and B where 
A 
f 

SV d  ~  r B  ( A . l )  

A plotter and printer connected to the computer allow hardcopies of the data. Also, the data 

can be saved to disk and later transferred to IBM compatible machines using the program 

LIF UTILITIES from Hewlett Packard. A more detailed description of each of the blocks 

follows below. 
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Figure A.l 1// noise measurement system block diagram. 
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Bias Circuit: 

The low-noise biasing circuit designed for the measurement system is shown in 

Figure A.2. Two Analog Devices 587 voltage references each coupled with two RC low-

pass filters provide extremely low noise references which are buffered and inverted by 

OP27 op amps. Two 5 KQ 10-turn wirewound potentiometers are used to adjust Vcs and 

VDD between -10 V to 10 V (a jumper must be set on the circuit board depending on the 

device type, n- or p-channel, to select the correct polarity for VDD)- Four output transistors 

provide the current source for the D.U.T. 

Low-pass filters inserted in the power lines reduce 60 Hz harmonic pickup. These 

filters have large time constants and the bias circuit, when initially powered, must be given 

a few minutes to stabilize before using. For the AD587 references to work properly, V+ 

must be a few volts larger than +10 V and V- a few volts less than -10 V. To compensate 

for IR drops in the low-pass filters, V+ IN and V- IN should be set to +18 V and -18 V, 

respectively. 

Power Supply: 

Figure A.3 shows the schematic for the power supply. The outputs are short-

circuit protected with a maximum output current of approximately 500 mA. As in the bias 

circuit, low-pass filters reduce 60 Hz harmonic pickup. 
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Low-Noise Amplifier: 

A PARC 113 low-noise amplifier magnifies the drain-source voltage fluctuations 

from the D.U.T. to levels more suitable for the spectrum analyzer. For the measurements 

in this thesis, the gain of the amplifier was set to 5000 and the amplifier's low-pass and 

high-pass corners were set to 0.3 Hz and 3.0 kHz, respectively. To reduce 60 Hz pickup, 

the amplifier was unplugged from the A.C. outlet and powered by internal batteries during 

measurements. 

Spectrum Analyzer: 

An HP3582A spectrum analyzer converts the time-domain drain-source voltage 

fluctuations to frequency-domain data. In this thesis, each 1// noise measurement was 

RMS averaged 128 times using a Hanning window. The frequency span of the analyzer 

was set to 250 Hz and the channel sensitivity was adjusted for maximum resolution. 

Computer: 

The HP Basic 3.0 program run on the HP9816 computer is listed in Figure A.4. 

The program accomplishes four separate tasks. First, the computer program controls the 

transfer of data from the spectrum analyzer. Second, the software computes Svp, 

incorporating the low-noise amplifier's gain and the spectrum analyzer's bandwidth into the 

calculation. If needed, the background noise, previously stored on disk, can be subtracted 

from the measured SyD values. No background noise subtraction was necessary for the 

devices used in this thesis as their noise levels were much larger than the background 

noise. Third, the best fit parameters are calculated using linear regression. Finally, the 

program prompts the user to print or plot hardcopies of the data or to save the data to disk. 



************************************************************************ 
************************************************************************ 
** 
** FNOISE 
** 
** HP Basic 3.0 program for HP9816 computers 
** Calculates 1/f noise in MOSFETS from data extracted 
** from an HP 3582ft spectrum analyzer - GPIB Address: 711 

********************************************************************** 
********************************************************************** 
* 
* Uariable Definitions 
* 
* fl.B Best fit parameters: Sv » ft/fAB 
* As,B$ Best fit parameter strings for disk storage 
* Bkgndt*) ~ Background noise 
* ClsS Clear screen string 
* Com$ Comment string for data storage to disk 
* Erms(*) — Spectrum analyzer data array 
* F(*) Frequency value array 
* Fbu Frequency analzyer bandwidth 
* Fspan Frequency span setting of spec. anal. 
* Gain/GainS- Gain/gain string of preamplifier 
* HtitlesS — Menu title string used by Henul 
* Numpts Number of freq samples used by progran 
* Ptype Flag to specify output to screen or hardcopy 
* R Correlation coefficient of best fit 
* Sv(*) Noise data array 
* TS Title string used by output subprograms 
* XS/YS X/Y axis label string 

********************************************************************** 

10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
90 
90 
100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
280 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 OPTION BASE 1 Iflrray indexes start 0 1 
360 DIH F (19) ,Sv (19),Erms(19),Bkgndt19) 
370 DIH XS[20l,YS[301.fiS(251,BS[251,ComSt361.QuitSt361 
380 DIH Dtitle$[351,Htitle$l55] 
390 Cls$=CHR$(255)& K" IClear screen string 
400 ON ERROR GOTO Eroutine (Disk error handling routine 
410 GOSUB Startscreen !Optional info screen rountine 
420 GOSUB Datapts ISubrtn where freq samples chosen 
430 Start: ! 
440 GOSUB Dataretrieve !Retrieve data fron spectrum anlz. 
450 GOSUB Input !Input user data 
460 GOSUB Noise {Calculate SU 
470 GOSUB Bestfit 
4B0 HtitleS*"Svd Data Calculated from Spectrum Analyzer Data" 
490 GOSUB Henul 
500 GOTO Start !Loop back to rerun program 

************************************************************************ 
Startup Screen Subroutine 

Displays necessary setup conditions to run program 
******** A A JL ****************************** A A ******** 

510 
520 
530 

55 0 !*****t**i**********<*****i*******************i**<*********************** 
560 Startscreen: ! 
570 OUTPUT 2 USING "l,K":Cls$ IClear screen 
580 PRINT "" 
590 PRINT" ...FNOISE..." 
600 PRINT "" 

Figure A.4 Computer program for 1// noise measurement system. 
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610 PRINT "1/f noise extraction orogram for HP3582A Spectrum Analyzer" 
620 INPUT "Do you want to see the Info Screen? <ret>=no".flnsuS 
630 Ansu$=UPC$tAnsu$) Itranslate "Ansu$" to all upper case 
640 IF Ansu$[l,l]="Y" THEN 
650 PRINT " This program uses data from an HP spectrum analyzer" 
660 PRINT "to compute'l/f noise. The data must be in the spectrum" 
670 PRINT "analyzer's buffer before running this program. Only a" 
680 PRINT "sampling of the frequencies are used. These values are" 
690 PRINT "stored in the program's F(*) arrau. To change the values" 
700 PRINT "used you must edit the DATA line and NUHPTS variable." 
710 PRINT "" 
720 PRINT " If you are going to save data make sure the data disk" 
730 PRINT "is in drive 700,0"" Also, if you are going to be subtracting" 
740 PRINT "the background noise from the measured data, be sure the back-" 
750 PRINT "ground data is in a file named ""BKGND""" 
760 PRINT "fl 
770 PRINT TAB(13)."Equipment",TAB(46) ,"GPIB Address" 
780 PRINT TAB(10)',"HP7475A Plotter",TAB<50),"05" 
790 PRINT TAB(10) "HP2934A Printer" TAB(50),"01" 
800 PRINT TAB(IO) "HP3582 Spectrum Analyzer*TAB(50>,"11" 
810 PRINT "" 
820 PRINT "Hit ""Continue"" key when ready" 
830 PAUSE 
840 END IF 
850 AnsuS1"" 
860 RETURN 
870 ! 
B80 ************************************************************************* 
890 ! Data Point Selection Subroutine 
900 ! The frequency points to be used in 1/f calculations are set in 
910 ! this subroutine. If a different number of points are used. 
920 ! NUHPTS wust be updated. 
930 ! Returns value of SUMPTS 

950 Dataptsi ! 
960 DATA 2.3,4,5,6,7.8,9,10.20,30,40,50,70.80,90,100,200,250 
970 Numpts«=19 (Number of points in DATA line 
980 FOR1-1 TO Numpts 
990 READ Pt 
1000 F(I)*Pt !load array F(*) with data 
1010 NEXT I 
1020 RESTORE 960 
1030 RETURN 
1040 ! 

1060 ! Data Retrieve Subroutine 
1070 ! Retrieves data from HP spectrum analyzer 3582A 
1080 ! Assumes GPIB address of spec. anal, is 711 
1090 ! Uses Darker value (HP) instead of LDS for improved accuracy 
llOO ! Returns values of FSPAN. ERHS(*) to main program 
1110 ! ************************************************************************ 
1120 Dataretrieve: ! 
1130 PRINT "" 
1140 PRINT "Hit ""Continue"" to start retrieving data fro» spectrum analyzer" 
1150 PAUSE 
1160 PRINT "" 
1170 PRINT ***************************************************** 
1180 PRINT "*** ***" 
1190 PRINT "*** retrieving data from HP spectrin analyzer ***" 
1200 PRINT "*** r- / 
1210 PRINT ***************************************************** 

Figure A.4 (continued) 
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1220 REMOTE 711 
1230 OUTPUT 711:"LSP" !Request Fspan from spec analz 
1240 ENTER 711:Fspan 
1250 IF Fspan<>250 THEN 
1260 PRINT "" 
1270 PRINT "Incorrect frequency span settinq on spectrum analyzer!!!" 
1280 PRINT "Set FSPAN=250 then'reaue measurement," 
1290 GOTO Dataretneve 
1300 END IF 
1310 OUTPUT 711;"MH1" !Turn marker on 
1320 OUTPUT 711 "scl" !Set linear seal 
1330 HS="HP" !Create marker string 
1340 FOR 1=1 TO Numpts !Data retrieve loop... 
1350 I$=UALS(F(I)) 
1360 MpS=MS&IS 
1370 OUTPUT 711;HpS 
1380 OUTPUT 71l["LHK" IRequest marker value 
1390 ENTER 711:Erms(I) 
1400 NEXT I 
1410 LOCAL 711 
1420 BEEP 
1430 RESTORE (Resets data pointer 
1440 RETURN 
1450 

************************************************************************ 
Input User Data Subroutine 

Prompts user for spectrum analyzer settings and biasings conditions 
Returns GAIN, & FBQ to main program 

1510 Input: ! 
1520 OUTPUT 2 USING "f,K";Cls$ 
1530 Gain=5000 !Pre amp gain 
1540 Fbu=1.5 !Frequency bandwidth 
1550 PRINT "Default setting is:" 
1560 PRINT "preamp gain«5000" 
1570 INPUT "Do you wish to change this? <ret>=no",Ansu$ 
1580 AnswS'UPCStAnswS) (Convert to uppercase 
1590 IF AnsuStl.lKT THEN 
1600 AnsMl$="fl !Reset Input variable 
1610 OUTPUT 2 USING "»,K":Cls$ 
1620 INPUT "Enter gain of preamplifier (ex. 2K, 5K etc.)",Gain 
1630 PRINT "Preamp gain=",Gain 
1640 INPUT "Is this value correct? <ret=no>",Ansul$ 
1650 Ansul$«UPC$(AnsulS) 
1660 IF Ansul$[l,ll<>"Y" THEN GOTO 1610 
1670 END IF 
1680 flnsHS-"" 
1690 AnsulS-" 
1700 Gain$*"gain * "&UAL$(Gain) !Gain string used in plots 
1710 RETURN 

1460 
1470 
1480 
1490 
1500 

1720 
1730 
1740 
1750 
1760 
1770 
1780 

************************************************************************ 
Noise Subroutine 

Calculates noise of MOS from spectrum analyzer data and 
preamp gain 
Returns values of SU(*) array to main program 

***************************************** 
1790 Noise: ! 
1800 PRINT "" 
1810 INPUT "Do you wish to subtract the background noise? <ret*no>",flnsu$ 
1820 Ansu$=UPC$(Ansu$) 
1830 PRINT "" 

Figure A.4 (continued) 
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1840 IF Ansu$[l,l]="Y" THEN 
1850 Bkflag=l 
1960 HfiSS STORAGE IS 700,0" SSpecify disk drive 
1370 ASSIGN fiPath TO "BKGND" I Open I/O path 
1880 PRINT "" 
1390 PRINT "Reading 11 "EKGND"" file..." 
1900 FOR 1=1 TO Numpts IRetrieve data from disk... 
1910 ENTER 0Path:Scrap IStore freq value in temp var 
1920 ENTER fiPath;Bkqna(I) 
1930 NEXT I 
1940 ASSIGN 0Path TO * !Close I/O path 
1950 ELSE 
1960 Bkflaq=0 
1970 END IF 
1980 AnsuS="" 
1990 PRINT "Calculating Svd..." 
2000 PRINT "" 
2010 FOR 1=1 TO Numpts ICalculate SU... 
2020 Sv(I)=(Erms(I)/Gain)A2/Fbu 
2030 NEXT I 
2040 IF Bkflag=l THEN 
2050 FOR 1=1 TO Numpts 
2060 Sv(I)=ABS(Svtl)-Bkgnd(I)) 
2070 NEXT I 
2080 END IF 
2090 RETURN 
2100 . 

************************************************************************ 
Best Fit Subroutine 

Uses simple linear regression by taking log of both sides of 
egn! Sv = A / (f)AB resulting in LGTrSvqJ = -B*LGT(f) • LGT(fl) 
Tnis is equivalent to y=mx+b with B=-m & A*10Ac 
Returns values of A. B. R to main program 

************************************************************************ 

2110 
2120 
2130 
2140 
2150 
2160 
2170 
2180 Bestfit: ! 
2190 PRINT "Calculating Best Fit..." 
2200 PRINT "" 
2210 !Clear variables in case program is re-run 
2220 Xsum=0 ISu* of x values 
2230 Ysum=0 ISum of y values 
2240 Xbar=0 (Average of x values 
2250 Ybar=0 lAverage of y values 
2260 !Delta x * (xi-xbar) 
2270 Ssxx=0 !Suw of squares of delta x 
2280 SsuyO '.Sua of squares of delta y 
2290 Ssxy»0 ISun of (delta x) * (delta y) 
2300 FOR I»1 TO Numpts 
2310 Xsum=Xsum+LGT(F(I)) ISum log of freq 
2320 Ysum«Ysum»LGT(Sv(i)) ISum log of Svg 
2330 NEXT I 
2340 Xbar=Xsum/Numpts ICalculate xbar 
2350 Ybar=Ysum/Numpts ICalculate ybar 
2360 FOR 1-1 TO Numpts 
2370 Ssxx=Ssxx+(L&T(F(I))-Xbar)A2 ICalculate Ssxx 
2380 SsyyS syy •(LGT(Sv(I))-Ybar)A2 ICalculate Ssyy 
2390 Ssxy=Ssxy+((LGT(F(I))-Xbar)*(LGT(Sv(I))-Ybar» ICal. Ssxy 
2400 NEXT 1 
2410 H=Ssxy/Ssxx ICalculate M 
2420 C=Ybar-H*Xbar ICalculate C 
2430 fl-10AC ICalculate A 
2440 B*-H ICalculate b 
2450 R=Ssxy/SQR(Ssxx*Ssyy) ICalculate coeff of corr. 
2460 RETURN IT. . . , . „ 
2470 > Figure A.4 (continued) 
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2490 ! 
2490 ! Output Selection Henu Subroutine 
2500 ! Prompts user for desired output format then calls appropriate 
2510 ! subprograms 
252 0 1 ************************************************************************ 
2530 Menul: ! 
2540 OUTPUT 2 USING "».K";ClsS 
2550 ChoiceS="" 
2560 PRINT "" 
2570 PRINT MtitleS 
2580 PRINT "" 
2590 PRINT "Select operation desired:" 
2600 PRINT "" 
2610 PRINT "A) PLOT to screen" 
2620 PRINT "B) PLOT hardcopy" 
2630 PRINT "C) PRINT to screen" 
2640 PRINT "D1 PRINT hardcopy" 
2650 PRINT "E) SAUE to disk' 
2660 PRINT "F> RERUN program" 
2670 PRINT "" 
2680 PRINT »X) EXIT" 
2690 INPUT Choices 
2700 ChoiceS»UPCS(ChoiceS) [Convert to Uppercase 
2710 SELECT Choices 070(1 fQCF HQ" 
2730 Ptupe-1 IFlag to plot to CRT 
2740 CALL Plot(Numpt5,F(*),Sv(*).Ptype.A.B) 
2750 GOTO Henul 
2760 CASE "B" 
2770 Ptype»2 IFlag to plot to plotter 
2780 CALL Plot(Numpts,F(*),Sv(*),Ptype,A,B) 
2790 GOTO Henul 
2800 CASE "C" 
2810 Ptupe*l IFlag to print to CRT 
2820 CALL Print(Numpts,F(*),Sw(*),Ptype,fl)BJR) 
2830 GOTO Henul 
2840 CASE "D" 
2850 Ptype»2 SFlag to print to printer 
2860 CALt Print(Nu»pts.F(*),Sv(*).Ptype.A,B.R) 
2870 GOTO Henul 
2880 CASE "E" 
2890 GOSUB Savedata 
2900 GOTO Henul 
2910 CASE "F" 
2920 RETURN 
2930 CASE "X" 
2940 GOTO End 
2950 CASE ELSE 
2960 GOTO Henul 
2970 END SELECT 
2980 ! 
2990 !************************************************************************ 
3000 ! Save Data to Disk Subroutine 
3010 ! Prompts user to save data to disk. Saves data as ASCII file 
3020 ! to MSI .700,0" 
3030 !************************************************************************ 
3040 Savedata: ! 
3050 OUTPUT 2 USING "I.K";ClsS !Clear screen 
3060 PRINT "" 
3070 INPUT "Enter filename for data".Filenames 
3080 Filena«eS,!UPCS(Filenames) 

Figure A.4 (continued) 



3090 IF FilenameS="BKGND" THEN 
3100 PRINT "" 
3110 PRINT "BKGND data uill be saved to be later used by this program." 
3120 PRINT "This data will be stored in a different format from that" 
3130 PRINT "normally used." 
3140 PRINT "" 
3150 PRINT "Saving BKGND data..." 
31S0 MASS STORAGE IS ,700,0" 
3170 CREATE ASCII Filenames.5 
3180 ASSIGN fiPath TO Filenames 
3190 FOR IM'TO Numpts 
3200 OUTPUT 0Path;F(I) IFrequency value 
3210 OUTPUT §Path;Sv(I) INoise magnitude 
3220 NEXT I 
3230 ASSIGN BPath TO * 
3240 RETURN 
3250 END IF 
3260 PRINT "" 
3270 INPUT "Do you want to add comments? <ret=no>",Ansu2S 
3280 Ansu2S=UPC$(Answ2S) 
3290 MASS STORAGE IS ":,700,0" (Specify disk drive 
3300 CREATE ASCII Filenames 5 !Create file 
3310 ASSIGN 0Path 1 TO Filenames !Open I/O path 
3320 AS»"!A • "SUfiLSCA) IBest fit strings 
3330 BS="!B * "&UAL$(B) ! " 
3340 OUTPUT 0Path 1;A$ ISave best fit values 
3350 OUTPUT §Path"l;B$ ! " 
3360 CS="," ~ IData delimiter 
3370 IF Ansu2S[l,l]="Y" THEN 
3380 PRINT "" 
3390 PRINT "Enter comment lines one at a time, max 35 characters" 
3400 PRINT "Uhen finished, enter ""XXX""" 
3410 Comments: ! 
3420 INPUT ComS 
3430 OuitS-UPCS(ComS) 
3440 IF Quit$<>"XXX" THEN 
3450 ComS«"!"&Com$ !Add comment indicator 
3460 OUTPUT $Path_l;Con$ 
3470 GOTO Comments !Loop back for more comments 
3480 END IF 
3490 END IF 
3500 PRINT "" 
3510 PRINT «" 
3520 PRINT "saving Sv vs. Frequency data to file:",Filenames 
3530 FOR I»1 TO Numpts IStore data to disk... 
3540 OUTPUT StringS USING "»,DDD,A,DDD,A,D.DDDDE";F(I),CS,F(I),CS,Sv(I) 
3550 OUTPUT 0Pathsl;String$ 
3560 NEXT I ~ 
3570 ASSIGN 0Path 1 TO * !Close I/O path 
3580 Ansu$* " 
3590 Ansu2$*H" 
3600 RETURN 
3610 
3620 
3630 
3640 
3650 
3660 

************************************************************************ 
Error Handling Subroutine 

This subroutine handles any disk errors that arise from either the 
NOISE or the SAUEDATA subroutines. 

************************************************************************ 
3670 Eroutine: ! 
3680 Enum*ERRN !Determine error number 
3690 PRINT "" 

Figure A.4 (continued) 
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3700 PRINT "" 
3710 PRINT "******* ERROR OCCURRED *******" 
3720 PRINT "" 
3730 SELECT Emm 
074(1 pocr S7 
3750 PRINT "Improper file name" 
3760 CASE 54 
3770 PRINT "Duplicate file name" •370(1 pocr qc 
3790 PRINT "File name not found" 
3S00 CASE 58 
3810 PRINT "Improper file type" 
3820 CASE 64 
3830 PRINT "Disk overflow" 
3840 CASE 80 
3850 PRINT "Disk not in drive" 
38S0 CASE 83 
3870 PRINT "Disk write protected" 
IPflfl PQQF PTQF 
3890 PRINT "Error number is:",Enum,ERRM$ 
3900 END SELECT 
3910 PRINT "" 
3920 PRINT "Uhen the problem is corrected hit <Continue>" 
3930 PAUSE 
3940 IF ERRLC1870) THEN GOTO 1870 ILocate error line and return 
3950 IF ERRL(1910) THEN GOTO 1910 
3960 IF ERRLC1920) THEN GOTO 1920 
3970 IF ERRLC1940) THEN GOTO 1940 
3980 IF ERRLC3170) THEN GOTO 3170 
3990 IF ERRL(3200) THEN GOTO 3200 
4000 IF ERRL(3210) THEN GOTO 3210 
4010 IF ERRLC3300) THEN GOTO 3300 
4020 IF ERRL(3310) THEN GOTO 3310 
4030 IF ERRLC3340) THEN GOTO 3340 
4040 IF ERRLC3350) THEN GOTO 3350 
4050 IF ERRLC3460) THEN GOTO 3460 
4060 IF ERRLC3550) THEN GOTO 3550 
4070 IF ERRLC3570) THEN GOTO 3570 
4080 GOTO Eroutine 
4090 ! 
4100 End: ! 
4110 PRINT "" 
4120 PRINT ****** End of Program *****" 
4130 END 
4140 ! 
4150 !************************************************************************ 
4160 !* Print Subprogram * 
4170 !************************************************************************ 
4180 SUB Print(Na»pts,F(*),Sv(*).Ptype.A.B.R) 
4190 DIH TS[50] 
4200 Cls$*CHR$(255)&"K" IClear CRT string 
4210 OUTPUT 2 USING "f.K";ClaS IClear CRT screen 
4220 IF Ptwe*2 THEN 
4230 INPut "Enter desired title heading (3D characters nax)",T$ 
4240 INPUT "Print short listing? (no Svd vs. freq data) <ret=yes>",LflaoS 
4250 LflaqS-UPCS(LflagS) 
4260 PRINTER IS 701 
4270 END IF 
4280 FOR 1=1 TO 5 

Figure A.4 (continued) 
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4290 PRINT "" 
4300 NEXT I 
41tO PRINT TS 
4320 PRINT " " 
4"30 IF Lflaq$tl,l!<>"N" THEN GOTO 4410 
4340 PRINT "Equivalent Noise Power Soectral Density at the Drain:" 
4350 PRINT " 3 
4360 PRINT "Freq(Hz)"," Svd" 
4370 FOR 1=1 TO Numpts 
4380 PRINT F(I).Sv(I) 
4390 NEXT I 
4400 PRINT " " 
4410 PRINT "Best Fit Data Svd=ft/(f)Ab" 
4420 PRINT " " 
4430 PRINT "A a",A 
4440 PRINT "b =",B 
4450 PRINT " " 
4460 PRINT "Correlation coefficient r =".R 
4470 IF Ptype«l THEN 
4480 PRINT "" 
4490 PRINT "Hit ""Continue"" uhen ready..." 
4500 PAUSE 
4510 END IF 
4520 PRINTER IS 1 
4530 Lst$=N" 
4540 SUBEND 
4550 ! 

4570 !* Plot Subprogram * 

4590 SUB PloUNuispts^WjSvt^Ptype^B) 
4S00 DIM TS £34] 
4610 ClsS=CHRS(255)&"fC" IClear screen variable 
4620 OUTPUT 2 USING "I.K";ClsS IClear CRT screen 
4630 XSa"Frequency (Hzi" !X axis label 
4640 YS»"Svd (U^/Hz)" !Y axis label 
4650 INPUT "Do you want to include best fit line? <ret=yes>",AnsuS 
4660 AnsuS^UPCStAnsuS) IConvert to uppercase 
4670 IF AnsuS[l,l]="N" THEN 
4680 Bfflag-0 
4690 ELSE 
4700 Bfflag=l 
4710 END IF 
4720 AnsuS-"" 
4730 !— Calculate xmin.xmax.ymin,untax by auto scaling — 
4740 Xmin*INT(LGT(F(l))) !Hin expon of 10 for x 
4750 Xwax-INT(LGT(F(Numpts>)) !Hax expon of 10 for x 
4760 Diff»LGT(F(Numpts))-Xmax 
4770 IF Diff>0 THEN XmaxaXmax*l llncrenent exp if needed 
47B0 INPUT "Do you want to enter y axis rain & max values? <ret»no>".AnsuS 
4790 Ansu$»UPCS(AnsuS) 
4800 IF AnsuStl.lh'T THEN 
4810 AnsulS""11 IReset Input variable 
4820 OUTPUT 2 USING "I,K";ClsS 
4830 PRINT "Enter only the exponent" 
4840 PRINT "for example Ymm ' "»-17»" (1E-17)" 
4850 PRINT "for example Ymax = ""-14"" (1E-14)" 
4860 PRINT "" 
4870 INPUT "Enter Ynin.YmaxVYmin.Yiiiax 
4880 PRINT "Ynax =".Ymax 
4890 PRINT "ymin -"JYnin 

Figure A.4 (continued) 



4900 
4910 
4920 
4930 
4940 
4950 
4960 
4970 
4980 
4990 
5000 
5010 
5020 
5030 
5040 
5050 
5060 
5070 
5080 
5090 
5100 
5110 
5120 
5130 
5140 
5150 
5160 
5170 
5180 
5190 
5200 
5210 
5220 
5230 
5240 
5250 
5260 
5270 
5280 
5290 
5300 
5310 
5320 
5330 
5340 
5350 
5360 
5370 
5380 
5390 
5400 
5410 
5420 
5430 
5440 
5450 
5460 
5470 
5480 

!Auto scaling... 
!Max expon of 10 for y 
!Min expon of 10 for y 

!Increment exp if needed 
!Decrement exp if needed 

INPUT "fire these correct? <ret=no>?".flnsulS 
flnsui$=UPC$(flnsulS) 
IF AnsulStl,1]<>"Y" THEN GOTO 4820 
OUTPUT 2 USING "l,K";Cls$ 

ELSE 
Ymax=INT(LGT(Sv(1))) 
Ymn=INT(LGT!Sv(NumDts) 1 > 
Diffl=Ymax-LGT(Su(Numpts)) 
Diff2=Ymin-LGT!Sv(Numpts)) 
IF Diffl>0 THEN Ymax=Ymax+l 
IF Diff2>0 THEN Ymin=Ymin-l 

END IF 
Xrar\ge=X:nax-Xmin 
Yrange=Ymax-Ymin 
AnsuS="" 
flnsul$="" 
GTNIT 
IF Ptype=2 THEN 
IHPOT "Enter title of graph (max 34 characters)",T$ 
PRINT "Hake sure paper is in plotter, hit ""Continue"" when ready" 
PAUSE 
PLOTTER IS 705,"HPGL" 

ELSE 
PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL" 

END IF 
GRAPHICS ON 
X gdu max»100*HAX(l.RATIO) 
Y~gdu~max=100*HAX(1,1/RATIO) 
!— Title labeling — 
LORG 4 
IFOR I=-.l TO .1 STEP .1 

HOUE X gdu max/2+I,.9*Y gdu max 
LABEL T5 " 

INEXT I 
!— 1/f parameter labeling 
LORG 2 
CSIZE 3.5 
S$="SU =• A/fAB" 
AS="A = " 
B$=u B s H 

HOUE ,5*X gdu max,.8*Y gdu max 
LABEL SS 
HOUE .5*X gdu max,.75*Y gdu max 
LABEL USIRG "O.DDE" :AO " 
HOUE ,5*X gdu max ,7*Y gau max 
LABEL USIRG "P,D.!5DD";HS,B~ 
!— Y axis labeling 
LORG 4 
DEG 
LDIR 90 
CSIZE 2 5 
HOUE .02*X gdu max,Y gdu max/2 
LABEL Y$ ~ 
!— X axis labeling — 
LORG 6 
LDIR 0 
HOUE X gdu max/2,, 04*Y gdu max 
LABEL K5 ~ 

I Set ref to top center 
ICreates "bolder" title 
IHove to top center 
!Label grapn 

!Angular unit is degrees 
!Rotate label 90 degrees 
IChar size*2.5 
IHove to left center 
I Label y axis 

ISet ref to bottom 
I Rotate label 0 degrees 
IHove to bottoa center 
ILabel x axis 

UIEUPORT .l*X_gdu_raax,.9*X_gda_max,.l*Y_gdu_nax,.9*Y_gda_max 

Figure A.4 (continued) 
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FRAME 
UINDOU Xmin.Xmax.Ymin.Ymax 
CLIP OFF 
!— Draw logarithmic x axis — 
FOR Decade=Xmin TO Xmax 
FOR Units=l TO l+8*(Decade<Xmax) 
X=Decade+LGT(Units) 
MOUE X.(Ymin) 
DRAU X.(Ymin»Yrange*.02) 

NEXT Units 
NEXT Decade 
!— Label x axis units — 
FOR X'Xmin TO Xmax 
LORG 6 
CSIZE 3 
HOUE X,(Ymin-Yrange*.01) 
LABEL USING "I.K";"10" 
CSIZE 2 
LORG 1 

02),(Ymin-Yrange*. 
X 

HOUE (X»Xrange*.02 
LABEL USING "l,K"; 

NEXT X 
!—- Draw logarithmic y axis — 
FOR Decade=Ymin TO Ymax 
FOR Units*l TO l»8*(Decade<Ymax) 
Y=Decade+LGT(Units) 
HOUE Xmin.Y 
DRAU (Xmin*Xrange*.01);Y 

NEXT Units 
NEXT Decade 
!— Label y axis units — 
FOR Y*Ymin TO Ymax 

LORG 8 
CSIZE 3 
HOUE (Xmin-Xranqe*.03),Y 
LABEL USING "»i";"10" 
CSIZE 2 
LORG 4 
HOUE (Xmin-Xrange*.03).(Y+Yrange* 
LABEL USING "»,K";Y 

NEXT Y 
!— Plot data points — 
CLIP OFF 
LORG 5 
PEN 2 
IF Bfflag-1 THEN 
FOR I«1 TO Numpts 
HOUE LGT(F(IJ).LGT(Sv(I)) 
LABEL USING "A11:"*" 

NEXT I 
!— Plot best fit ---
CLIP ON 
PEN 3 
Y1=(A/(F(1)PB) 
Y2*(A/(F(Numpts))AB) 
PLOT LGT(F(1)),LGT(Y1) 
PLOT LGT(F(Numpts)).LGT(Y2) 

ELSE 
FOR I»1 TO Numpts 

03) 

01) 

!Drau frame around plot 
(note, units are exponentials 
iallou labeling outside plot 

(Pointer on x axis 
(drau just above x axis 

!Set ref center bottom 
(Size 3 for "10" 
!Just belou x axis 
(Compact form for "10" 
{Smaller size for exp 
iSet ref right top 
(Just belou and to the riqht 
!Compact form for exponent 

ISet ref to left center 

iUse plotter pen 12 
!Loop for best fit... 

!Plot character at each point 

!Use plotter pen I 3 
(Calculate Y1 from best fit 
(Calculate Y2 from best fit 

(Loop for no best fit 

Figure A.4 (continued) 
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6090 NEXT I 
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6130 PAUSE 

6150 XF0Pt ê=2 THEN 

IS vSf 
6190 GRAPHICS OFF 
6200 GC.LEAR 
6210 SUBEHD 

Figure A.4 (continued) 
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APPENDIX B 

CHARGE-PUMPING MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

Figure B.l shows a block diagram of the charge-pumping measurement system 

used in this thesis. The device under test (D.U.T.) is placed inside the HP16058A Test 

Fixture (this fixture usually accompanies the HP4145 Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer). 

The computer program listed in Figure B.2 prompts the user for device name, device type 

(NMOS or PMOS), substrate doping level NSUB> device area and ambient temperature. 

The HP3314A Function Generator and the Keithley 617 Programmable Electrometer are 

placed in Remote Mode and programmed by the computer over the GPIB (general purpoe 

interface bus) to make the necessary measurements. Once the measurements are complete, 

the program calculates a best fit line to the data and uses the slope of that line to determine 

D». 

During the measurements, the computer sets the HP3314A function generator's 

output to an 8 Vp.p 50% duty cycle triangle wave which is applied to the gate of the D.U.T. 

The voltage source internal to the Keithley 617 Programmable Electrometer applies a 

reverse bias VR of 0.5 V to the source/drain to substrate diode. As the computer program 

increases the triangle wave's frequency from 20 kHz to 200 kHz in 20 kHz steps, the 

Keithley 617 measures the substrate current Icp at each step. The charge-pumping charge 

Qcp at each frequency step is then calculated. When all 10 measurements are completed, 
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Figure B.1 Oiarge-pumping measurement system block diagram. 
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the program calculates the best fit slope of QCP versus ln(f) using linear regression. The 

average interface trap density is calculated using (2.5) as follows: 

D* = dQcp ( 1 

d H f )  ̂ 2qkTAaJ 

(B.l) 

To account for the space-charge regions around the source and drain, the effective gate area 

Ac used in (B.l) is calculated using the following one-dimensional model [5] 

Ao = W L —2/^4V~7^ 
V  Q s u b  

(B.2) 

where W and L are the drawn width and length dimensions, £si is the permittivity of silicon 

and (pF is the Fermi potential. 
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i ************************************************************************ 
i************************************************************************ 
i** ** 
!** CPUMP ** 
!** ** 
!** HP Basic 3.0 program for HP9816 computers ** 
!** Extracts average'Dit using charge-pumping techniques ** 

!** Equipment GPIB fiddress ** 
!** -----— - ** 
!** HP Func Gen 33140 707 ** 
!** Keithley Prog. Electrometer 617 727 ** 
!** ** 
I ************************************************************************ 
I************************************************************************ 

i 
'DIM Name$(401)Title$[50],LineS(70],flfreqS(151 
DIH Icp(l:20) Freg(l:20).QssCl:20) 
Cls$=CHR$(255)&"F 
OUTPUT 2 USING "».K";Cls$ IClear screen 

i 
! .., INPUT USER DATA ... 
PRINT "" 
PRINT 11 ...CPUHP..." 
PRINT "" 
PRINT "This program measures Dit using charge-pumping measurements" 
INPUT "Input part name :\Name$ 
INPUT "Input title TitieS 
INPUT "Is this an NMOS or PHOS device (N/P) ?".TypeS 
INPUT "Enter the substrate doping level (cmA-3)",Nsub 
INPUT "Enter Ldraun and wdrawn in um (separated by a comma):",L,U 
INPUT "Enter temp in degrees C:",Temp 
NameS=UPC$(NameS) IConvert to upper case 
Type$=UPCS(TypeS) 
Ld=,L*l.E-4 IConvert to en 
(Jd=0*l.E-4 
T=Temp+273.15 IConvert to degrees K 

i ... PRINT CRT MESSAGE .,. 
PRINT 1,11 

PRINT "" 
PRINT "***************************************************" 
PRINT "*** ***" 
PRINT "*** TAKING CHARGE-PUMP MEASUREMENTS 111 ***" 
PRINT "*** ***" 
PRINT "***************************************************" 
PRINT "" i 
! .... CALCULATE VARIABLES ... 
K=1.38066E-23 
1=1.60218E-19 
!si=11.9*8.85418E-14 
Phis=K*T/Q*LOG(Nsub/l.45E+10) 
Ag=Ud*(Ld-2*(2*Esi/(Q*Nsub)*(.5»2*Phis))A.5) lEffective gate area 
Numsteps=10 INumber of freq steps 

I ... PRINT INPUT INFO ,.. 
PRINTER IS 701 
PRINT "" 
PRINT "" 

Figure B.2 Computer program for charge-pumping measurement system. 



£10 PRINT "" 
620 PRINT "" 
630 PRINT "Device Name NameS 
640 PRINT TitleS 
650 PRINT "Ld.Ud (um) 
660 PRINT "Effective Gate Area (cmA2) fig 
670 PRINT "Nsub (cm*-3) :'\Nsub 
680 PRINT "Temp (C) Temp 
690 ! 
700 ! ... SETUP GPIB EQUIPMENT ... 
710 REMOTE 77? 
720 OUTPUT 727;"F1XR1XC1XZ1X"; 
730 OUTPUT 727;"ROXOOX"; 
740 IF TijoeSIlilH'P" THEN !S&D to substrate rev. bias 
750 OUTPUT 7i7:"U-0.50X01X" 
760 ELSE 
770 OUTPUT 727;"U00.5QX01X"; 
780 END IF 
790 OUTPUT 727;"D0XC0X"; 
800 !  
810- REMOTE 707 
820 OUTPUT 707;"FU0"; 
830 OUTPUT 707;"AP00000008.OOUO"; !8 U p-p triangle wave 
840 ! 
850 ! .,. BEGIN LOOPING FREQUENCIES ... 
860 PRINT "" 
870 PRINT " Freq I charge-pump Q charge-pump" 
880 PRINT " —- L.L.f 
890 ftfregS="FR000000020.0K2" 
900 FOR Fstep=l TO Numsteps 
910 Freq(Fstep)=Fstep*2.E+4 !20 KHz steps 
920 OUTPUT 707;AfreqS; 
930 OUTPUT 707 "FU3't; 
940 OUTPUT 727,'BOX"; 
950 (JAIT 6 lAllou readings to stabalize 
960 ENTER 727:RawS 
970 FOR Sampleb=l TO 12 
980 flicpS fSamplebl=RauS[Sampleb+41 
990 NEXT Sampleb 
1000 Icp(Fstep)=VAL(Aicp$) 
1010 Qss(Fstep)=ABS(IcpTFstep)/Freg(Fstep)) 
1020 PRINT Freq(Fstep) flcp(Fstep) .(jss(Fstep) 
1030 IF (NUHCflfreqS[101)<>NUM(i) THEN 
1040 flfreqS[101=CHRS(NUH(flfreqS[10])+2) 
1050 Afreq$=Afreq$&"0.0KZ" 
1060 ELSE 
1070 flfreqS[91=CHRS(NUM(flfreqS[9])+l) 
1080 Afreq$=Afreq$&"00.0KZ" 
1090 END IF 
1100 NEXT Fstep 
1110 ! 
1120 ! ... TURN OFF GPIB EQUIPMENT ... 
1130 OUTPUT 707;"FU0"; 
1140 OUTPUT 727;"OOX"; 
1150 ! 
1160 ! ... CALCULATE BEST FIT PARAMETERS .,. 
1170 XSUKFO 
1180 Ysum=0 
1190 Ssxx=0 
1200 Ssyy=0 
1210 Ssxy=0 

Figure B.2 (continued) 
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1220 FOR 1=1 TO Numsteps 
1230 Xsum=Xsum*LGT(Freq(I)) 
1240 Ysum=Ysumt(Qss(I)J 
1250 NEXT I 
1260 Xbar=Xsum/Numsteps 
1270 Ybar=Ysum/Numsteps 
1280 FOR 1=1 TO Numsteps 
1290 Ssxx=Ssxx+(LGT(Freq(I))-Xbar)A2 
1300 Ssyu=Ssyy+(Qss(I)-ibar)A2 
1310 _ Jsx^Ssxy* (CLGT(Freq(I))-Xbar)*(Qss(I)-Ybar)) 
1320 NEXT 
1330 Slope=Ssxy/Ssxx 
1340 Offset=Ybar-Slope*Xbar 
1350 R=Ssxy/SQR(Ssxx*Ssyy) 
1360 Dit=Slope*LGT(2.71828182846)/(2*K*T*ftg) 
1370 PRINT "f 
1380 PRINT "Slope Slope,"Offset :u.Offset 
1390 PRINT "Correlation Coeff. :\R 
1400 PRINT "" 
1410 PRINT "Device Name NameS."Dit :".Dit 
1420 PRINT "" 
1430 PRINT "" 
1440 PRINT "" 
1450 PRINT "" 
1460 PRINTER IS 1 
1470 PRINT "" 
1480 PRINT "" 
1490 PRINT "Device name NameS 
1500 PRINT "Dit :".Dit 
1510 BEEP 
1520 INPUT "hit ""ENTER"" to re-run program ..".Dummy5 
1530 GOTO 200 
1540 END 

Figure B.2 (continued) 
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